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Startup 
 
If you're using local .properties files to access databases, just click on “cancel” at the log in 
window. 
 
Databases 
 
Double click the Proteios icon in the source window, and you will see the available databases.  
 
If you want to use your own database, this is done by putting your database.properties file in 
the /proteios/dist/proteios/conf/hibernate/databases folder and then restarting the program. 
Remove the file afterwards if you are using a public computer. It is also possible to get access 
without a .properties file by using the login dialog when Proteios is started. 
 
General 
 
The database is viewable as a tree. You can expand it by double-clicking on selected 
elements. If there are elements below in the tree they will be shown. In the top right window 
the entities of the current element will be shown. 
 
Right click on an element to find available options 
 
By choosing ‘toggle editable’ you can switch between editing and viewing. Database entries 
are edited in the “Edit Entries” window. 
 
The Event Log at the bottom of the view will show what is actually happening 
 
Nothing is saved into the database until you select save. However, some of the batch imports 
will do saving during the import. 
 
Importing of most files is done by double-clicking on the document symbol found below the 
databases in the source window. Some batch imports are performed by right-clicking on the 
database. 
 
You can move things within a database by drag and drop. If you move things between 
databases they will be copied instead. 
 
How to add a Gel with spot picking and protein identification 
 
1. Gel addition after spot picking with Spot Handling Workstation 
 
First create a 2D gel by right clicking on the database and select Add –> Gel2D. 
Enter the relevant experiment information. 
 
Double click on the document icon in the source window and select the xml file from the Spot 
Handling Workstation experiment. If the file name contains any spaces it has to be renamed to 
such that there are no spaces in the file name.  
 



There should now be a document symbol with the SHW file name next to it. Double click on 
this symbol and a listing of gels and targets in the experiment should appear. If any of the 
targets has a _ in the name you will run into trouble later on. In this case, rename the targets in 
the SHW file. This is most easily done in Notepad using replace->all. Save the file and open it 
again in Proteios. 
 
To import a pick gel to the database, first open the database view so that the Gel2D becomes 
visible. Then drag the EttanPickGel symbol to the Gel2D symbol while holding down the left 
mouse button. You can now expand the Gel2D and check the information. There should be 
microtitre plate (MP) info on all spots. Save the database. 
 
If you want to import several gels you have to Add as many Gel2Ds and drag the 
EttanPickGels to them. 
 
To get the MS target spot mapping info into the database, you have to drag the Target 
(MALDI target) symbols to the Gel2D symbols as well. This will add Target ID and target 
position to the gel spots. Information will only be added to gel spots that were spotted to the 
target that is added.  
 
If you don’t know which target was generated from which gel, the easiest procedure is to drag 
each target in the SHW file to each of the Gel2Ds. 
 
Save the database. 
 
2. Piums results addition 
 
Piums results are imported after a gel is created in Proteios and the xml file from the Spot 
Handling Workstation is added. 
 
The Piums workspace to import must have results from one MALDI target only. 
For the mapping of the Piums database searches to work correctly, the Piums results directory 
has to be named such that it starts with the target ID followed by _.  This is most easily 
achieved by saving the Piums workspace from PiumsGUI with a name that starts with the 
target ID. For example, if the target ID is FL1, the corresponding results could be saved as 
C:\spectra\Fredrik\FL1_20050310.wks or C:\spectra\fredrik\FL1.wks. The results will then be 
found in the C:\spectra\Fredrik\FL1_20050310 or C:\spectra\fredrik\FL1 folders, respectively. 
 
If the .wks is ok, double click on the bottom document symbol. When the open document 
window appears, select ‘all files’ and open the .wks file. 
 
Double click on the .wks file. If everything is ok a number of PiumsFile elements should 
appear. It is now possible to double click on these, and each should contain a spectrum and 
the attached database search. 
 
To import the results to the database, drag the Piums Workspace symbol to the Gel2D. The 
addition can take a while if there are many samples in the workspace. Look at the Event Log 
to see when it is ready. 
 
Save the database when the addition is finished. 
 



If the MALDI target plate in the Piums Workspace contains results from several gels, it has to 
be dragged to each of these. 
 
3 Import of MS/MS data 
 
General 
 
MS/MS data must in general be handled as follows:  
1) Raw QTOF data has to be processed in ProteinLynx Global Server to produce peak lists. 
The PLGS projects can be imported (3a) or the files can be converted into PKL files either in 
PLGS and imported (3b) . 
2) Raw LCQ data should be converted to DTA files in Bioworks Browser and merged into 
merged DTA files using a script. 
3) The last part of the file-name should be the microtitre-plate position after a delimiter (for 
ex _A1).  
4) The imported PKL or DTA files are exported as mzData xml from Proteios, and the 
searches are conducted with these exported files. 
5) The xml-files are used for searches in Mascot (Daemon) and X!Tandem. 
For more detailed info see below. 
 
3a) Import of QTOF MSMS data from PLGS. 
 
It is possible to import MSMS peak lists from ProteinLynx Global Server PLGS). 
To get the right mapping of the spectra the following rules have to be followed: 
 

• File name has to end with _Xn where X is letter A-H and n a number from 1-12. This 
is the position in the microtitre plate from the spot picker (MPLabel in Proteios). 

• The PLGS project has to be named as the microtitre plate (normally starting with 
18115042 if it has gone through the SHW). There should be one PLGS project per 
microtitre plate. 

 
Generate a project in PLGS and perform the raw data processing using the appropriate 
processing_parameters. You may run database searches as well, but they will not be imported 
to Proteios. 
 
Save the project. 
 
Now from Proteios look up the Project.xml file from the project. It is normally found at 
C:\PLGS2.2\root\Proj………….\Project.xml. 
You will have to lookup the right Proj….. folder by looking at the date when it was generated. 
 
Double click on the file and it will open up as a PLGSproject. 
 
Drag the PLGS project to the Gel. It could take a few minutes to do the import. The “import 
to Gel2D started” and “…finished” messages will indicate when it is ready. 
 
Save the database. This can also take a few minutes. 
 
 



3b) Import of PKL / DTA/ mzData files 
 
Another way to import the MSMS peak lists is to import PKL,merged DTA or mzData files. 
PKL files do not contain any information about scan parameters and data processing, so it is 
recommended to import PLGS projects or mzData if possible. 
 
To perform the import, right click on the database and select ‘Batch import 
MzData/PKL/DTA’. Then select the mzData/PKL files that you want to import. They should 
all come from the same microtitre plate or MALDI target plate, because the next step is to 
enter the microtitre plate / target ID (MPId / target_id) for the files. 
 
In the dialog you will have to enter the MPId, which should normally start with 18115042, or 
the target_id and select a delimiter. The position in the microtitre plate (MPLabel) is parsed 
from the file name as the last part of the file name, after the delimiter and before the last ‘.’. If 
the delimiter is ‘_’ (default) and the file name is FL_050606_A1.pkl, the MPLabel or 
target_position will be set to A1 when the file is imported. 
 
Instrument information is added to the PKL or DTA files upon import. The default is LCQ for 
DTA and QTOF for PKL. The information can be edited in the files DTAinstrument.xml and 
PKLinstrument.xml that can be found under /proteios/dist/proteios/conf/import/  
 
4. Export of mzData for Mascot and X!Tandem searches 
 
If you want to export all mzData files that are associated with a gel: Right click on it, select 
‘batch export mzData’, and choose the folder where you want the files to be saved. 
 
You can also right click on individual mzDatas and export them. 
 
The exported data is in xml-format and can now be used for both Mascot Daemon and 
x!Tandem searches. 
 
Use Mascot Daemon if you have a batch of files to search. It is recommended to search in 
databases that also contain the reverse or random sequence databases at the end. It is then be 
possible to calculate error rates using Proteios (see 7 8). 
 
 
5. Import Mascot searches performed with MzData 
 
Proteios will only import XML results files from Mascot. For the mapping to be correct the 
results should contain the input query data. 
 
If you only have a few searches it is possible to get the files from the normal Mascot web 
interface by selecting Export Search Results. 
 
For batches it is recommended that you log on to the server and use the 
ProteiosBatchExport.pl script which is located in the c:\inetpub\Mascot\cgi folder. You have 
to find out the number of the first and last search file and set them in the script. 
 
In Proteios right click on the database and select ‘Batch import search results’. Select all the 
files and do import.  Save the project 



6. Import X!Tandem searches performed with MzData 
 
Proteios can also import searches performed in X! Tandem with mzData files. It is important 
that the mzData files are named as the mzData accession number with a .xml extension.  The 
files will have the right extension if they were exported using the batch mzData export 
function in Proteios. 
 
To import the result files, right click on the database and select ‘Batch import search results’. 
 
7. Report generation 
 
When all the results have been reported for a gel it is possible to generate a protein 
identification report for the gel. To do this, right click on the Gel2D symbol in the database 
and select ‘Protein hits report’. 
 
The expectation value cut-off should normally be set, so that only significant hits are 
displayed. A typical cutoff can be an eValue of 0.01.  
 
If the Protein score filter is selected, the results are only filtered at the protein score level, 
which means that MS/MS peptide hits that are not significant alone are reported, if the total 
protein score is high enough. This is OK for 2D gels, but for 1D gels only significant peptides 
should be used. 
 
If instead peptide and protein score filtering is selected, only peptides and proteins that pass 
the significance limit are displayed. Note that the protein scores are not recalculated in this 
report, and these can be based also on lower scoring peptides that are not reported. 
 
You can select to filter the report so that only one type of search results is displayed. If you 
select this filtering, there are a few possible techniques to get the results that you want. Note 
that the filtering is CASE SENSITIVE. Some examples: 
“Mascot” will give a report with both Mascot protein and Mascot peptide results. 
“Mascot peptide” will only return peptides 
“PIUMS” would only give PIUMS results. 
“Tandem hyperscore” will only return Tandem peptides. 
“Tandem will return all Tandem results. 
“Tandem protein” or “Mascot protein” are less useful, since the number of peptides, RMS 
error and total intensity will not be calculated. 
 
If the searches have been performed in a database that contain a random or reverse part, the 
prefix of random entries can be specified. For IPI type databases the prefix is “IPR”, for other 
databases it could be ###R if they were generated using the decoy.pl script from Matrix 
Science. 
 
The reports could take several minutes to generate if there are many spots in the gel. You can 
see when it is complete in the Event log window. As long as the report generation is running 
properly there will be a flood of messages in the console window 
 
The report can be saved to a file by right-clicking on the report symbol that will appear after 
all the spots in the Gel. It is tab-separated and can be opened as a spread sheet in Open Office 
(open as a .CSV) or in Excel or similar. 



 
8. Generation of report with pre-determined error rates and combination of X!Tandem 
and Mascot results 
 
Right click on a Gel2D and select Combined Protein Hits Report. Select the maximum 
tolerated error rate. If you have searched an IPI database, the random hits should start with 
IPR, so you don't have to change the default string. For searches in other databases where the 
random part was generated with the decoy.pl script the prefix is “###R”.  
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


